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3 Atsuko Takase and Kyoko Otsuki, “The 



















































                                                   
4 Stephen Krashen, Free Voluntary Reading, 














































































































































































Cup of Kindness: Stories from Scotland࡜
Frankenstein. 











ᚲせࠊ “He looked at the little bowl of milk, 




ࢢࡢㄢ㢟࡟ࡣ “What does the dove mean 
for Jan?”࡜࠸࠺ၥ࠸ࢆᢞࡆ࠿ࡅࡓࠋ
Frankensteinࡣ᭷ྡ࡛ࡣ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡢࠊᐇ㝿
                                                   
5 Stephen Krashen, The Power of Reading: 
Insights from the Research, Portsmouth: 
Heinemann, 2004, pp.132-133. 
6 Eona Macnicol, Malcolm Laing, George 
Mackay Brown, Ian Rankin and Susie 
Maguire, retold by Jennifer Bassett, A Cup 
of Kindness: Stories from Scotland, Oxford: 







could not understand why men who knew 
all about good and evil could hate and kill 
each other.”7࡜࠸ࡗࡓ the monsterࡢၥ࠸
࠿ࡅ࡞࡝ࡀ୰ᚰ࡟࡞ࡗࡓࠋࣛ࢖ࢸ࢕ࣥࢢࡢㄢ
㢟ࡣ the monsterࡀ⿕ࡿⱞ㞴ࢆ୰ᚰ࡟ࡋࠊ 
“Do you think knowledge makes people 





Stage 4ࡢ㛗⦅ࡢሙྜ㸸A Tale of Two 
Cities. 






ไᗘ࡞࡝ࢆ⡆༢࡟ㄝ᫂ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ “[  ] 








love in Kucie’s eyes as she looked at her 






࡚ࡢࠊ “Why do you think Sydney Carton 
sacrificed himself?”࡜࠸࠺ࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋㄞ
7 Mary Shelley, retold by Patrick Nobes,  
Frankenstein, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1989, p.26. 
8 Charles Dickens, retold by Ralph Mowat, A 
Tale of Two Cities, Oxford: Oxford 





Stage 5ࡢ㛗⦅ࡢሙྜ㸸Do Androids Dream 















did Isidor bring to Pris?”࡜࠸ࡗࡓࡶࡢ࠿
ࡽࠊ➽࡟㛵ࢃࡾࠊグ㏙ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㒊ศࢆࡑࡢ
ࡲࡲᢤࡁฟࡍࡔࡅ࡛ࡣゎ⟅࡜࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠊ 
“When Rick put his hands on the handles 





ࡿࡀࠊࡑࢀ௨እ࡛ࡶ “Every creature which 




࡛ࡣ “What does it mean that human can’t 











Stage 6ࡢ▷⦅㞟࡜㛗⦅: Meteor and Other 
Stories࡜ A Passage to India. 
                                                   
9 Philip K. Dick, retold by Andy Hopkins and 
Joc Potter, Do Androids Dream of Electric 
Sheep? Oxford: Oxford University 
Press,1995, p.70. 













“Mrs Holding said to her daughter that she 










ࡗࡓࠋ㞴ゎ⟠ᡤ࡛ࡣ “And if all our women 




aliens and Sally wish for a harmonious, 
peaceful new world with aliens, but they 
bring the opposite reality. Are there 
similar situations in reality?”࡜࠸ࡗࡓࠊస
ရ࡜ྠᵝࡢ౛ࢆ⌧ᐇୡ⏺࡛࠶ࡆࡿࡇ࡜ࢆồࡵ










are different ways of evil and I prefer mine 
10 John Wyndham, retold by Patrick Nobes, 
Meteor and Other Stories, Oxford: Oxford 





“What do you think of the reaction of the 
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